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Why “case to project” method?
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Rekomended Learning Methods

Case Study:

Through this method, 

students are trained to be 

able to communicate 

and think critically.

Project Based Learning:

Through this method, 

students are trained to be 

able to be creative and 

collaborate.



Case Study on the Implementation:

◦ Orienting the students at the problems

◦ Organizing the students 

◦ Guiding the group or individual inguires

◦ Developing and presenting the result of the works

◦ Analyzing and evaluating the problem solving process



Project Based Learning:

◦ Connecting the problem topics with the real life

◦ Defining the challenges

◦ Having the solutions through research and brainstorming with the students

◦ Explaining the challenges

◦ Using the design plan to solve problems

◦ Guiding the students

◦ Making prototype

◦ Testing prototype

◦ Perfecting the prototype into a product or good result



Six Aktivities in Learning:

◦ Routine Task

◦ Critical Book Review

◦ Critical Journal Report

◦ Mini Research

◦ Engineering Idea

◦ Project
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Case to Project

To Find the Case on the 

Videos or Images, or Text

Determine the Work Group

Extracting Information by 

doing CBR and CJR

Find New Ideas   

Determine the Design and 

Basic Concepts

Perform Work that 

Appropriate to the Design

Conduct Projects   

Write the Reports and 

Presentation of Project 

Result   



An Example: Theme : Family
Step 1. 







Step 2.

The lecturer determine the workgroup:

In this steps the lecturer guides the students about what will they do. In this part, 

the lecturer get to know them to inform, that their work is to know about the 

kinds of family in Germany, and compare to the family in Indonesia. So the 

students have to get more information about that, in order they are able to 

arrange the report well.



Step 3.

◦ Extracting Information.

In this step the students looking for the information related to the

theme, namely Family. To find out the more information In this

activity the students will do mini research by doing CBR and CJR

and also other sources such as conducting interviews or

observations.



Step 4

Discussion with expert to test the results of work. So the report that has been 

written need to discuss to the expert in order to correct if there  are mistakes 

and make it be better. 



Step 5

◦ Find New Ideas:

Surely, when there is a study reference and a discussion with the expert, there 

will appear another idea. Each case is required to create a new one related to 

the previous case.  Next, the students in their group will design their idea. This 

activity will do in the sixth activity Step 6



Step 7:

◦ Determine the Design and Basic Concepts

That design was then worked out and produced a new one. That 

new design must be reported, especially about the germination 

process.



Step 8 and Step 9

◦ Perform Work that Appropriate to the Design

The reports that written will assess by using valuation instrument which is rubric.

While the students present and speak, it will be evaluated by using valuation instrument

which is valuation rubric for speaking competence



This is the example of valuation rubric which arranged:



Table 5.3 Oral Valuation Rubric



Table 5.4. Attitude Valuation Rubric



Conclusion
Well, we’re going to the end of the content in this discussion which is conclusion. After knowing the

step of case to project in learning foreign language we can conclude that Case to project is an effective

method or way evaluate students ability in those four skills in language learning and also, we can make

those six assignment that given to student in each course become simple by implementing the case to

project method or ways in learning foreign language, especially in learning German. Even though, the case

to project can make those six assignments become simple but the students still asked to think critically,

creatively, able to communicate what is produced well and also able to work with team. So, they can

face those changes or challenges that happen toward the 5.0 society which need a good of human resources,

especially lecturers and graduates, also the quality of university related to the professionalism, cooperation

and publications achieved.
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